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COVID-19 Wine Trade Insight Bulletin

CGA and The Buyer work together to produce a series of paid for 

subscriber reports through the year that look to capture the key 

trends and changes in consumer behaviour when it comes to wine 

buying in the on-trade.

This series of free bulletins during the Covid-19 crisis are designed 

to help both the wine and on-trade sectors navigate their way 

through the coming weeks and months, and also provide an 

example of the kind of content that will be available to subscribers 

from later in the year. 

The aim is to help you understand:

• What has, and is happening in the market?

• What are consumers doing, and how that is changing over 

time…

• What the wine trade needs to do to respond now and succeed 

after the crisis is over
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Consumer insights are driven from CGA’s regular monitoring of 
their behaviour during Covid-19

Results collected during April, during surveys around behaviour, consumption 

and eating/drinking out interaction 

Region

Regular CGA BrandTrack 

representative sample of 

Nationally representative sample, of 

the GB adult population, based on:

Gender

Age

C G A  B r a n d Tr a c k s u r v e y s  d u r i n g  C o v i d - 1 9  p a n d e m i c

GB adults

5,000



Results collected between 17.04.2020 – 27.04.2020 from leading industry figures from the eating and drinking out sector 

1%
Other Senior 

Management 

123

Overall

responses:

Sample make-up:

39%
Chairman & Board 

level

60% CEO/MD

C G A  B U S I N E S S  C O N F I D E N C E  Q 2  2 0 2 0
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Business Leader insights were driven from CGA’s Business 
Confidence Survey Q2 2020



How do Business Leaders view the

current trade scene and route to recovery…
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Which of the following best describes your approach to recovery planning for post COVID-19?

81% of operators are planning for recovery, with 72% planning 
based on different scenarios and 9% based on other global markets
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81%
Of leaders have started planning for 

recovery

In detail…

72% have started planning for recovery, across 

various scenarios

13% are waiting for more information before 

planning for recovery

9% have started planning for recovery, based on 

other global markets

5% don’t have the capacity to plan for recovery 

at the moment

1% haven’t thought about recovery planning yet
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The shape and size of the market post COVID will look 
fundamentally different
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Will there be sites that you will keep permanently closed, rather than reopen?

32%

37%

31%

Yes No We are yet to decide

Of the 32% who will keep sites permanently 

closed, leaders will close…

13%

7%

4%

6%

2%

Up to 5% of
the estate

Between 6-
10% of the

estate

Between 11-
20% of the

estate

Between 21-
50% of the

estate

50% of the
estate or more
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What are your predictions for the proportion of sites across the hospitality industry that will re-open after 

this period, including independents? (Average % of sites expected to open)

85% of hotels are predicted to re-open post-lockdown, with the late 
night sector seeing the most predicted casualties
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69% 71% 76% 77% 79% 85%
Late night 

outlets

Restaurants Bars Wet-led pubs Pub restaurants Hotels



Sample size: 4956  BrandTrack April 2020 – COVID-19

22%
20%

23%
21% 22%

32%
30%

33%

29%

32%

17% 18%

23%
21%

23%

15%
18%

9%

16%

11%
14% 14%

11% 12% 12%

Pubs Bars Restaurants Fast food venues Cafes and coffee shops

Yes, I would be comfortable doing so as soon as the restrictions are lifted
Yes, but I would be cautious
Yes, as long as there were added precautions in place
No
I don't know yet
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Less than a quarter of GB adults would be comfortable 
eating/drinking out in any sector as soon as restrictions are lifted 

When the Government restrictions are lifted, will you feel comfortable resuming your normal visits to pubs, bars 

and restaurants? 



Sample size: 3290  BrandTrack April 2020 – COVID-19

64% 60% 56% 55% 44% 42% 42% 34% 33% 30%

Tables/ 

seats 

moved 

apart

Free hand 

sanitiser 

available

Enhanced 

cleaning 

protocols

Social 

distancing 

measures

Enhanced 

food safety/ 

hygiene 

procedures

Ability to 

pay 

contactless

Limited 

venue 

capacity

Availability 

of outdoor 

areas

Improved 

toilet 

facilities

Staff 

wearing 

protective 

equipment
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Many more consumers would be comfortable to return if added 
precautions were implemented, such as social distancing

You have said that you would be cautious resuming your normal visits to pubs, bars or restaurants or would like there to be 

added precautions in place. Which, if any, of the following would make you feel more comfortable visiting these places?
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Operational changes are perceived as a challenge to recovery, but 
so too is supplier contracts and drink supply
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85%

77%

29% 27% 25%

15%
11%

Operational
changes due to

COVID-19

Additional
Government
regulations

Food supply Retaining staff Re-negotiation
of contracts

with suppliers

Drink supply Re-training staff

How challenging do you perceive the following to be for your recovery? 

(% of leaders who said ‘our biggest challenge’ or ‘a major challenge’)
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Those suppliers who can support, through flexible approaches, ease 
of ordering, marketing or training will be best positioned to support
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21%

24%

30%

32%

51%

Enhanced ordering and delivery systems

Training and support for the team

Short term product discounts

Marketing campaigns to promote returning to
bars and restaurants

Support for flexible payment plans

When you are allowed to open, what support would you most value from food and drink suppliers/manufacturers? 

Top 5 answers:
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28%
Of business leaders 

anticipate that they will “cut 

back the drinks offering to 

just core items” on 

reopening

CGA Business Confidence Q2 2020   
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Businesses that intend to cut down their drink offer are more likely 
to be drinks orientated 

Of businesses that are planning to cut back their drink offering to just core items when they re-open: 

37% are drink-led 

businesses 

+16pp vs total sample

37% have fewer than 

10 sites

+6pp vs total sample

47% are 

predominantly 

within the M25

+10pp vs total sample

77% are established 

businesses (over 10 

years old)

+10pp vs total sample
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Key summary for the trade looking to recovery

• Most  on trade operators are now actively looking at recovery planning

• However, it is clear that the retail landscape will be significantly different than pre 

lockdown

• Some sectors of the on trade are likely to be more affected than others – with late 

night venues suffering more than hotels and pub restaurants

• From a consumer perspective there is a definite requirement to boost confidence 

in visiting the trade and providing the necessary precautions

• Supply is seen as a major retail obstacle and flexibility from suppliers will be key

• There is a definite anticipation of a move towards range rationalisation –

especially in drinks led operations – which will potentially increase competition



What is the picture for the wine 

category specifically?
(exclusive CGA-The Buyer Bulletin analysis

available to Wine Insight Report subscribers only)
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Key summary for the wine category

• Wine drinkers appear at least as likely to return to the trade - but with an element of 

caution, and an expectation of wide measures being put in place to ensure safety

• Of those wine drinkers who feel comfortable to return, they would be more likely to 

visit pubs and bars (both over indexing most against the average GB consumer) –

with restaurants closely following. 

• Importantly, the majority of these wine drinkers expect to still spend the same, or 

more, on eating and drinking out than they did before Covid-19, and they expect to 

spend more than the average GB consumer

• However, innovative and flexible solutions for wine lists will be needed, with one in 

seven business leaders anticipating cutting wine ranges when they reopen



So what does this all mean?
(exclusive CGA-The Buyer Bulletin commentary)



Latest highlights from The Buyer’s Covid-19 Daily Hub
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For the last couple of months The Buyer has been running a daily updates service to give the on-trade and 

drinks industries the latest news and information to help them keep on top of the official government guidelines 

and support packages, but also the individual steps businesses are taking to keep trading and help their 

customers and the rest of the trade at the same time. Here are some of the latest highlights.

Views on DTC and e-commerce as a way forward…

Miles MacInnes, managing partner, Jascots Wine Merchants on 

going DTC during Covid-19
We are having to make a lot of complex decisions quickly. Every day brings 

with it new opportunities and new challenges. It’s been a very challenging 

time...It has been extraordinary how supportive our on-trade customers have 

been of us. Their view is that anyone who can find a way to trade, needs to as 

they want as many suppliers around for when they get back into business...We 

need to feel our way and take whatever steps we need in order to protect our 

on-trade customers.”
Eamon FitzGerald, global wine director, Naked 

Wines on boom in sales online 
“We are seeing demand for new customers that is also on a par 

with Christmas. We are having to work much less for our new 

customers. More and more people are seeing how much more 

convenient it is to buy online, also how much safer it is, and 

what better value you can get for good quality wine...I do 

believe a chunk of the wine market will go online and stay 

online.”

James Thomas, director Tiger Vines, on also 

switching to DTC to get through the crisis 
“Anyone who thinks that they can sit back and watch this all fly 

past, thinking they can get back to ‘normal’ as soon as 

possible, is living on a cloud. The financial impact of this will be 

enormous. If people embrace their community in the right way, 

by helping and putting others first and not purely look to make 

financial gain, the overall changes could be extraordinary. It’s a 

wonderful thing to be a part of and I hope others join in too, the 

demand is certainly there.”

Charlie Young, co-founder of Vinoteca, on e-

commerce success during on-trade lockdown
“Online orders have increased very quickly. We’re 

seeing customers become more curious and 

adventurous, which we love. We’ve worked hard on 

creating an eclectic and entertaining collection of wines, 

which is really resonating with new customers.



Highlights from The Buyer’s Covid-19 Daily Hub
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For the last few weeks The Buyer has been running a daily updates service to give the on-trade and drinks 

industries the latest news and information to help them keep on top of the official government guidelines and 

support packages, but also the individual steps businesses are taking to keep trading and help their 

customers and the rest of the trade at the same time. Here are some of the highlights.

Advice, comment and support for the on trade sector…

Nicolas Clerc MS, wine buyer Armit Wines, on changing role 

of sommelier 
“When restaurants re-open the nature of the restaurant trade will have to 

change, as a sommelier you might have multiple tasks – to be a bit of a 

restaurant manager, a bartender, a bit on reception – you will have to be 

flexible, so patience and flexibility will be key.”

Mark Roberts, sales director, Lanchester Wines on keeping 

close to on-trade customers
“It’s just really important for us to be as close as we can with them at the 

moment, We are keeping them informed about what we are doing and 

making sure they have the right stock in place, sending them wines to taste. 

It’s an important time to be forecasting as well. We try and talk to them 

every week. It’s so unpredictable. They really are unprecedented times. We 

are working very much week by week.”

Martin Williams, chief executive of Gaucho and M 

Restaurants, on creating the All Together Mentor 

scheme for on-trade and drinks companies
“The hospitality industry is facing a huge challenge to come 

out the other side of the Covid-19 crisis in anything 

resembling a healthy place. To help founders and chief 

executives in both the restaurant and other sectors have 

come together to create the  ‘All Together’ movement  – a 

collection of amazing names, all legends in their industries 

– to offer pro bono advice and mentoring during this time.”

Richard Eagleton, chief executive of florist business, 

McQueens, on how the on-trade can learn from other sectors. 
Pandemics have the power to alter the course of history, to be that 

moment when ‘everything changed’, to unleash amazing ideas, to be a 

teleporter to a new world – and this one is no different. Covid-19 has given 

us all a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to stop, reflect, think, and reinvent. 

I’ve embarked on my very own ‘Madonna moment’ to reinvent the business 

– determined to take that teleporter to a new world.”



A different on trade landscape will create new challenges, but also 

plenty of positives, for wine… 
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Mark Newton, Senior Category Development Manager and resident Wine expert at 

CGA takes a closer look at what the latest attitudinal survey data reveals…

CGA’s Mark Newton says a different on

trade market will present the wine

category with plenty of positives but also

a new set of challenges in which it needs

to be flexible and innovative to succeed…

Since the publication of our first bulletin last month the emphasis of the trade has changed significantly. From the

initial shock, and the struggle to find a way forward in a rapidly evolving situation, the focus has now moved

towards planning and recovery. As other countries across Europe start to lift restrictions on cafes and restaurants,

the UK has now also set a potential timeline for the phased reopening of the trade from the beginning of July.

The recent CGA Business Leaders survey made it clear that many retailers see a very different landscape for the

trade when we do begin to reopen. This ‘new normal’, while offering some difficulties – such as physical distancing

and range rationalisation – also provides many positives, and the need to track this moving forward (with the help

of our volumetric and consumer services, along with a COVID crisis updated CGA-The Buyer Wine Insight Report

subscription series for 2020) can help ensure you’re in the best position to take advantage of these changes.

The wine trade is potentially very well placed to meet the many challenges of this new on trade landscape head on

from a number of different angles.

It looks like many wine drinkers are likely to continue spending as much as before, if not more in some cases. As

long as all the necessary health precautions are in place, wine consumers are keen to return to the on trade, in

particular to drink-led outlets where these consumers are more likely to order wine. Suppliers can support

operators in putting these precautions in place. Wine is also the second most missed drink category that GB

consumers are looking forward to drinking in the on trade again (as outlined in our first Bulletin), and although the

range of wines on menus are likely to decrease, wine will remain a core drink offer in outlets.

Suppliers and retailers who wish to succeed will just have to be more flexible and innovative to ensure they make

the most of the undoubted opportunities that await further down the line…

Exclusive CGA-The Buyer Commentary



How the ‘new’ on-trade could give customers the level of personal 

service they want…
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Richard Siddle, Editor-in-Chief at The Buyer, looks at the impact of Covid-19, how it might transform 

the on-trade experience as we feel our way back from lockdown…

The Buyer’s Richard Siddle says the

impact of Covid-19 will transform the

on-trade experience for consumers

coming back from lockdown…

Exclusive CGA-The Buyer Commentary

The old adage that a week is a long time in politics feels particularly out of date at a time when every day 

feels like a week in its own right. We are all living in a very different world to even a month ago, where the 

focus has started to switch from just bunkering down working out how we can get ourselves through this 

crisis, to making the first steps on what we all need to do when we come out the other side.

We might still be some weeks away from the July 4 date that the government has given for when some 

bars, pubs and restaurants might be able to open - albeit on a trial and very limited basis. But at least it is a 

date in the diary. Something the hospitality trade can focus on to assess and determine what needs to be 

done between now and then to make it even remotely possible that some outlets could open. 

What’s immediately clear is the on-trade of the very near future is going to look and be completely different 

to the restaurants and bars we were all running at the beginning of March.

Any on-trade operator willing to open is going to have to do so in a way that is still appealing to their 

customers even if they are welcomed by the sight of Perspex screens, hand sanitisers and staff in face 

visors, masks and gloves.

Rather than do everything they can to be close to their customers, pub and restaurant operators are going 

to have to learn to be as equally effective from a safe distance away. Two metres to be exact. 



We have the technology… (part 1)
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Richard Siddle, Editor-in-Chief at The Buyer, looks further forward to see how the latest technological 

advances and help to make service from a distance a practical reality…

The Buyer’s Richard Siddle says the

impact of Covid-19 will transform the

on-trade experience for consumers

coming back from lockdown…

Exclusive CGA-The Buyer Commentary
Moving forward from the need to serve at a distance this all opens the door to technology. In fact all the 

operators who have so far publicly revealed any plans they have to re-open all include some form of 

smartphone ordering and payment system. What were once seen as nice to have apps will be a must if you 

are going to convince just one customer to walk back through your doors.

Already we are seeing new payment players coming into the market, including Creventa from former Gaucho 

sommelier Jake Crimmin. 

What’s particularly exciting about these apps is not just the practical way they can help ensure safe 

distancing, but the data and potential analysis of purchasing behaviour that they could offer both to operators 

and drinks brands and suppliers. They can also, vitally, get operators and outlets trading again. 

C&C, which owns national drinks distributors, Bibendum, Matthew Clark, as well as brands including Bulmers 

and Tennents, has developed an all encompassing app, called Local, which has essentially been launched to 

help not just its own customers but any business re-open their doors and start selling food and drink again. 

It has also been designed so that it can cover both delivery and click and collect, but as pubs and restaurants 

allow customers inside again, it can also handle contactless payment and ordering at the table. 

Crucially C&C is covering the start up costs and only charging 2-3% for orders and payments made through 

the app, with all profits being pushed back into making it more effective, compared to the 20-35% fees 

charged by the major delivery apps such as Just Eat and Deliveroo. 

This really is a great case of the drinks supply base - brands and distributors - finding a practical way in which 

they can help as many on-trade and specialist retailers see themselves through this crisis so that they are 

there to work with down the line. 



We have the technology… (part 2)
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Richard Siddle, Editor-in-Chief at The Buyer, looks further forward to see how the latest technological 

advances and help to make service from a distance a practical reality…

The Buyer’s Richard Siddle says the

impact of Covid-19 will transform the

on-trade experience for consumers

coming back from lockdown…

Exclusive CGA-The Buyer Commentary

Then there are apps being developed aimed at improving the customer experience, but also helping drinks 

brands better understand who is buying their products.    

Like Mimu, which has been developed by former Diageo and AB InBev regional manager, Andrew Jones, 

and currently being rolled out in Australia before now coming to the UK. It places drinks at the heart of its 

solution, giving brand, pub and restaurants owners the chance to use the app to push certain products, but 

to then analyse what spending behaviour triggers changes between ordering beers, wines and spirits. 

As Jones says being able to influence consumers, through a payment app, to switch from a beer to a spirit 

or a wine, just one drink earlier in a session, could increase these categories by millions of pounds. Data 

that can also show differences in what influences men and women drinkers by age group, price point and 

time of purchase. 

Trials in Australia show how brands can use these apps to transform their sales and knowledge of what 

works in certain outlets. Canadian Cub, for example, went from just 1.5% of sales in one busy bar to one in 

five drinks served on a particular night when its price was dropped from A$11 to A$9 and it was the main 

promotion on the app. When the promotion was removed it was still making up 13% of sales. 

By tracking previous orders, these apps, in time will be able to spot trends between the drinks and food 

people order, and what might have prompted them to trade up or buy another drink.

Jurgen Klopp, Liverpool’s football manager, has said this lockdown has meant “we are never more apart 

from each other, yet never closer together”. Used well, these new payment apps could help bars and 

restaurants get to understand their customers better than ever before and go on to offer them the level of 

personalised service they have always wanted but never been able to give them.



What else can CGA do for you?  

Consumer BrandTrack & Syndicated Report 
Services
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Consumer research at CGA divides into three parts… 

BRANDTRACK:

5,000 nationally representative consumers 
surveyed online each quarter about their out of 
home experience and usage. Insight into 
behaviour attitude and opinion in the out of 
home market allows for strategy and customer 
sales targeting based on consumer behaviour.

BESPOKE CONSUMER RESEARCH: 

Tailored investigations across the full spectrum 
of research, with CGA expertise allowing for best 
in class methodology to answer any bespoke 
question and provide detailed, actionable and 
specific insight to inform specific strategy.

SYNDICATED REPORTS: 

Reports created to answer and provide clarity on 
the topical issues within the market place, 
allowing low-cost access to large scale studies 
to uncover the nuanced and vital facts within the 
consumer-led market.

CGA Consumer Capabilities



CGA Wine Insight Reports 2020
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For more information on the 

bulletins, please contact:

Contact

COVID-19 Wine Trade Insight Bulletin #2

Mark.Newton@cga.co.uk

Senior Category Development 

Manager (Wine)

Richard Siddle

Co-Founder & Editor of The Buyer

richardsiddle@btopenworld.com

@TheBuyer11

www.the-buyer.net

“This series of COVID-19 wine trade bulletins from 

CGA and The Buyer are designed to assist you in 

understanding the key challenges currently facing  

the industry during this time of crisis. Through a 

combination of industry leading data, analysis, and 

expert insight from key business players, we hope 

they will help you to navigate through these 

uncertain times...”

Richard Siddle, Co-Founder & Editor of ‘The Buyer’ 


